Abstract : The existence of amplitude-modulation (AM) frequency-specific channels has previously been suggested on the basis of psychoacoustical experiments using an adaptation or masking paradigm. Electrophysiological studies have also shown that cochlear nucleus chop-s neurons are tuned to specilic AM frequencies. We have developed a simple but physiologically plausible model of chop-S neuron properties based on a digital integration of Hodgkin and Hwdey equations. Although it does not include an exhaustive peripheral processing, our model produces similar results to physiological data. We recover a bandpass AM transfer fimction at high input levels and non-linear atering. This model enables us to simulate physiological masking situations in the modulation domain. We examine the strength of the model synchronous response to white noises modulated at two dserent frequencies and added with various intensity ratios. Simulations show that the chop-S model enhances AM separation of a well-tuned AM frequency added to another, relative to the auditory-nerve fibers inputs. Masking patterns computed by varying the masker-modulation fiequencies show the recruitment of the neuron by these stimuli.
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INTRODUCTION.
AM plays a role in many perceptual phenomena such as complex sound sources segregation or pitch perception. Earlier psychoacoustical findings indicate that the human auditory pathways contain channels selectively tuned to particular AM fiequencies. The existence of such channels has been suggested on the basis of experiments using the adaptation paradigm (1, 2) and the classical masking paradigm (3, 4) . The latter investigates the detectability of a test modulation in the presence of a masker modulation, as a fimction of the frequency difference between test and masker modulation. Typical bandpass modulation masking patterns have been obtained using a broadband-noise carrier. The greatest amount of masking occurs when the signal and masker modulation fiequencies are the same. In the same way, recent studies on neural responses to AM tones indicate a tuning of the auditory system for the detection of modulation. Sustained chopper-type neurons (chop-S) in the anteroventral cochlear nucleus (AVCN) preferentially amplify AM information relative to their auditory nerve (AN) inputs, in the range between 50 and 500 Hz. Amplification is achieved by stronger synchronous response to AM period in the AVCN than in AN fibers (5) . Moreover, realistic physiological models of AVCN units have been recently developed (6, 7, 8, 9, 10) . Masking experiments with AVCN cells may be very useM in order to observe possible correlations between neural and psychoacoustical data. The purpose of this study is to investigate AM selectivity with preliminary masking experiments, in light of a computational model of AVCN chop-S units properties.
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Model description
We describe three stages in our chop-S neuron composite model : 
Preliminary evaluation of the model
To test phase-locking of the model to AM period, white noises of 100-ms duration, sinusoidally amplitude modulated (SAM) with 50 % modulation depth (m), are used as inputs. Figure 1 gives the synchronization coefficient for the computer simulation as a function of modulation fiequency and three input intensities. Modulation frequencies range between 50 and 600 Hz. Chop-S model direct input intensities are quantified by the mean fist stage outputs and respectively correspond to 800, 3750 and 5000 spikeds. Synchronization functions of AN fibers are roughly constant and noisy. Although the model does not include an exhaustive peripheral processing, it replicates, at least qualitatively, the main features of real AM transfer functions in the synchronization domain, namely a low-pass atering at low input levels (800 spikeds) and bandpass functions at high input intensities. It therefore emphasizes that AM selective enhancement performed by chop-S units is mainly due to stages 2 and 3 of the composite model. In a previous paper, we have shown that the preferential-modulation frequency (pmn peak (250 Hz at an input intensity of 3750 spikesls) is determjned by the refiactory period duration of the HH[ system (10) . Figure 1 also shows secondary synchronization peaks at about half and twice the pmA asking hrther experimental confnmation. In addition, a small non linearity is observed : pmf increases slightly by about 25 Hz as the input intensity increases from 3750 to 5000 spikesls. These data compare favourably to real data (5, 9) , but the model also shows a little secondary modulation frequency peak at about halfthepmj
MASKING EXPERIMENTS.
It is of interest to simulate masking patterns in the modulation domain because of the non-linear properties of the model. Our method for investigating physiological masking is to examine the response of the chop-S unit model to two SAM white noises of 100 ms duration (m = 50 %), presented simultaneously. The test stimulus is modulated at the pmf of the chop-S model (250 Hz). The masker is modulated at 150 Hz or 350 Hz. Total input intensity is held constant at 3750 spikeds while Test-to-Masker (TIM) ratio is systematically varied. The chop-S model fires at its saturation rate (250 spikesls). Synchronization index values for responses to test and masker stimuli are computed for each pair of combined sounds and plotted in figure 2 as a function of TIM ratio. Phase-locking increases with stimulus amplitude. At a 0 dJ3
T/M ratio, AN fiber models display identical phase-locked responses to test and masker stimuli. The -4 dB and -9.5 dB T/M ratios necessary to obtain identical synchronization index values in response to test and masker stimuli reflect the capacity of the chop-S unit model to enhance AM contrast between a well-tuned fig. 3 ). Stimuli are 100 ms duration SAM white noises (m = 50 %). Total input intensity is held constant at 3750 spikeds. Test and masker stimuli are added with different T/M ratios. The masking effect is given in terms of synchronization ratio and calculated as SmISt, where Sm and St are respectively synchronization index values computed for responses to masker and test stimuli. Two predictions may guide physiological and psychoacoustical experimentations. Figure 3 shows strong phaselocking on the test period when the masker intensity is low (3 dB). The masking ratio mainly reflects the neuron sensitivity for this fkequency tuned to the p m j Conversely, a weaker test intensity (-3 dB)
produces a more complicated situation because masker competes with the test. A two peaks curve emerges, reflecting the sensitivity of the neuron to frequencies adjacent to pmJ: The model also predicts a little secondary peak of masking at two times the test modulation frequency (500 Hz).
